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DVD 551.5 C
2013
Chasing ice [videorecording] / produced by Diamond Docs production in association with Exposure
Productions and Exposure; directed by James Orlowski.
National Geographic' photographer James Balog was once a skeptic about climate change. But
through his Extreme Ice Survey, he discovers undeniable evidence of our changing planet. In
'Chasing Ice,' we follow Balog across the Arctic as he deploys revolutionary time-lapse cameras
designed for one purpose: to capture a multi-year record of the world's changing glaciers. Balog's
hauntingly beautiful videos compress years into seconds and capture ancient mountains of ice in
motion as they disappear at a breathtaking rate. Traveling with a young team of adventurers by
helicopter, canoe and dog sled across three continents, Balog risks his career and his well-being in
pursuit of the biggest story in human history.
DVD ALIY
2013
Aliyah / Film Movement presents a film by Elie Wajeman; a coproduction 24 Mai Production and Les
Films Pelleas; in coproduction with France 2 Cinema, Rhone-Alpes Cinema, France Television and
Soficinema 8; developed with the support of Cofimage Developpement, Cinemage 5 Developpement
and Cofinova Developpement 4 International Sales Rezo World Sales; produced by Lola Gans;
screenplay by Elie Wajeman and Gaelle Mace.
Alex, a young Parisian drug dealer, longs to make a new beginning by opening a restaurant in Tel
Aviv with his cousin and make "aliyah", the immigration of Diaspora Jews to Israel, but he must face
conflicts that include leaving the city he loves, drug dealing, his complicated love life with a new
woman, and a troubled older brother whom he is always financially rescuing.
DVD ICE
2000
The ice storm [videorecording] / Fox Searchlight Pictures presents a Good Machine production; an
Ang Lee film; produced by Ted Hope, James Schamus and Ang Lee; screenplay by James Schamus;
directed by Ang Lee.
"The story of two disfunctional families who learn to cope with nature-- human nature-- in this
emotionally charged tale of suburban life in the '70s. When a self-centered husband's relationships
with his wife and mistress grow cold, it takes a wife-swapping 'key party' and a freak ice storm to
clear the air-- and change their lives forever."--Container.
DVD JOHN
2013
John dies at the end [videorecording] / Magnet Releasing and Silver Sphere present an M3
Alliance/Touchy Feely Films production; produced by Brad Baruh ... [et al.]; written for the screen
and directed by Don Coscarelli.
It's all about the Soy Sauce, a drug that promises an out-of-body experience with each hit. But some
who come back are no longer human. Suddenly a silent otherworldly invasion is underway, and
mankind needs a hero. What it gets instead is John and David, a pair of college dropouts who can
barely hold down jobs. Can these two stop the oncoming horror in time to save humanity?

DVD LAST
2006
The last September [videorecording] / Trimark Pictures; UGC D.A. International Matrix Films and
Scala present in association with Bord Scannan Na Heirann/The Irish Film Board and Radio Telefis
Eireann with the participation of BSKYB and British Screen in association with IMA Films and Canal +
a Scala Thunder production; a film by Deborah Warner; screenplay, John Banville; producer, Yvonne
Thunder; directed by Deborah Warner.
"Set in County Cork, Ireland, in 1920, the drama unfolds at Danielstown, the home of Anglo-Irish
aristocrats Sir Richard Naylor and his wife, Lady Myra. As the war for Irish independence escalates
around them, Sir Richard's nineteen-year-old niece, Lois, struggles with her longings for love and the
yearning for freedom. She is being courted by a British Army captain who is deeply in love with her.
But when she discovers an old childhood friend who is now an Irish freedom fighter hiding out on
their estate, she becomes fascinated by the rebel he has become"--Container.
DVD ODD
2012
The odd life of Timothy Green [videorecording] / Disney presents; a Scott Sanders production; a film
by Peter Hedges; executive producers, John Cameron, Mara Jacobs; produced by Scott Sanders,
Ahmet Zappa, Jim Whitaker; screenplay by Peter Hedges; story by Ahmet Zappa; directed by Peter
Hedges.
When a childless couple buries a box with all of their wishes for an infant in their backyard, their
wishes are granted. However, their child, Timothy Green, is not all that he appears.
DVD STAR
2013
Star trek. Into darkness [videorecording] / Paramount Pictures and Skydance Productions present a
Bad Robot production, a J.J. Abrams film; produced by J.J. Abrams ... [et al.]; written by Roberto Orci
& Alex Kurtzman & Damon Lindelof; directed by J.J. Abrams.
When the crew of the Enterprise is called back home, they find that an1 unstoppable force of terror
from within their own organization has detonated the fleet and everything it stands for, leaving the
world in a state of crisis. With a personal score to settle, Captain Kirk leads a manhunt to a war-zone
world to capture a one-man weapon of mass destruction.
DVD WORL
2013
World War Z [videorecording] / Paramount Pictures and Skydance Productions present in
association with Hemisphere Media Capital and GK Films; a Plan B Entertainment/2Dus production;
a Marc Forster film; produced by Brad Pitt ... [et al.]; screen story by Matthew Michael Carnahan and
J. Michael Straczynski; screenplay by Matthew Michael Carnahan and Drew Goodard & Damon
Lindelof; directed by Marc Forster.
Gerry Lane travels the globe in an effort to eliminate the zombie pandemic that is endangering the
existence of humanity.
J DVD TEEN
2013
Teen beach movie [videorecording] / Rain Forest Productions LLC , Disney Channel; produced by
Robert F. Phillips; teleplay by Vince Marcello & Mark Landry and Robert Horn; story by Vince
Marcello & Mark Landry; directed by Jeffrey Hornaday.
Centers around two teen surfers, Brady and Mackenzie, who are magically transported into a 1960s
beach movie where they must try to blend in until they can find their way out. They soon discover
that there is an intense rivalry between the local surfers and bikers. Things don't go according to
plan when our modern-day duo accidentally change the plot of the movie, and the two lead
characters fall for them instead of each other!

